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Editor’s opinion:

From InnoTrans 2016 to SEE Mobility 2017
Dear readers and members of the Railway Cluster for Southeastern Europe (RCSEE),

I thank you, on behalf of the editrial staff, for dedicating your precious time to read or
look through the third issue of “SEE Rail Perspective” .
The focus of this issue is the photo-coverage of InnoTrans 2016 megafair, held recently in
Berlin, which still stirs positive emotions for those who visited it.
All visitors of this fair needed to be in good shape to visit the huge fair ground and 32
halls with almost 3,000 exhibitors coming from all around the world.
What was fascinating for me personally, and the RCSEE delegation, was found at one of the fair exits
at the end of the first day: an endless line of people, patiently waiting to enter one of the Berlin taxies
(shown to the right), knowing that the metro stations were also very crowded.
In this issue you will read on the realization of new projects in
our region, but also on the activities of our RCSEE cluster.
You will also have an opportunity to read on the possibility of
visiting or exhibiting on the only fair in the ex-Yugoslavia region, SEE Mobility 2017, which is to be held in Belgrade on
26th and 27th of April next year. Fair is a small one, but
worth visiting and attending as an exhibitor for many reasons. Especially if your company is still not active and present
in this very dynamic region and markets with over 20 million
people, that are operated by 8 national railways, whose public procurements are participated in by over 800 companies from the region alone. Information is
power. So come and get informed how and in which way Your company can also participate in numerous projects and public procurements in the region.

Kindest regards,

Milan Vučkovid
RCSEE Director

SEE RAIL Perspective, Editor in chief

FACTORY NEWS FOR NR. 3/2016:
B&H

CROATIA

New passenger train “Talgo” on Bosinan railways in
September 2016

HŽ Infrastructure receives 241 million EUR support for
new large project from the EU funds

Railways of Federation of B&H, September 2016.:

Croatian Railway Infrastructure, November 2016.:

Talgo train began operating on Sarajevo - Doboj - Sarajevo route from 26th September 2016. New modern passenger train is called „BH Train“.

After the European Comission decided on the cofinancing of the reconstruction of the exhisting and construction of the second track of Križevci-Koprivnica-state
border railway, HŽ Infrastructure signed an agreement
with European Commission (more precisely, INEA
agency on behalf of the EC), which ensures the cofinancing of that megaproject with 85 percent (slightly
above 241 million EUR) comming from the Connecting
Europe Facility instrument.
Through this project HŽ Infrastruktura continues with
the modernization of the Mediterranean corridor on the
section between Zagreb and border with Hungaria.

It is planned to extend the current route to Banja Luka.
Also, passengers traveling between Tuzla and Sarajevo
will be provided with a quality connection to the BH Train in Doboj, which will also practically involve Tuzla in
this project. Also, upon the finish of the overhaul of the
so-called „Southern line“, the BH Train is planned to be
put into traffic on Sarajevo-Mostar-Čapljina route, and
Sarajevo-Ploče route during summer.
Negotiations are currently under way with Croatian Railways to introduce
BH Train in the
international line
Sarajevo-Zagreb,
along with the
new timetable for
2016/2017 period,
coming into force
in December.
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After the works on reconstruction of the exhisting and
construction of the second track on the Dugo Selo– Križevci route began in July 2016, worth almost 200 million
EUR, same interventions are planned in continuation, on
Križevci-Koprivnica-state border route, which is a project
worth almost 300 million EUR.
Project details: Reconstruction of the existing track and
construction of the second paralel line is planned on the
railway section Križevci — Koprivnica — state border.
New route of double track will mostly follow the existing
track, except on the Carevdara — Lepavina subsection,
where the railway will be moved approximately 4.3 km.
The work will also encompass the reconstruction and
construction of four railway stations and six stops, removal and construction of . Radovi de obuhvatiti i rekonstrukciju/izgradnju četiriju kolodvora i šest stajališta,
uklanjanje/nadogradnju railway-road crossings, construction of 11 grade separations, removal of existing
bridge over the river Drava and construction of the new
bridge. Those activities will increase the capacity, ensure
speed of 160 kmh and enable acceptanece of interoperabile trains.
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FACTORY NEWS FOR NR. 3/2016:
SERBIA
Railcon 2016, 13th international scientific-expert
conference finished in Niš Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering
Niš, 9.-10. October: The traditional 13th international scientific-expert conference Railcon
was held at the Niš Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the beginning of October, dedicated
to integrative processes in the region in railway transport.

category (225 kN/os, 80 kN/m), the renewal of Kočevje
railway station (new covered platform, new ligthting,
novopokriveni peron, parking) and the arrangement of
the of Ribnica railway station.

On this two-day conference, held
biannually, there were 88 papers presented by 162 authors from 10 European countries. The work of the conference was conducted in the plenary session
and in sectons, and the topics were transformation of
railway traffic, integration of regional railways and their
adjustment to the market economy. Participants, apart
from the representatives of national railways of Serbia,
Republic of Srpska, Croatia, Bulgaria and Macedonia,
were also the representatives of private companies,
among which was a number of RCSEE memebers.

SLOVENIA

After completion of the second phase, the third phase
will encompass modernization of signal and telecomunication equipment, which will enable higher quality,
safer and faster rail flow on this section of infrastructure by the summer of 2018.
(Photos: Slovenian Infrastructure Agency)

Construction process begins
on the modernisation of Ribnica-Kočevje railway
Kočevje, 8. November: Prime Minister of the Government of Slovenia, dr. Miro Cerar, accompanied by Minister of Infrastructure, dr. Peter Gašperšič and the
director of Slovenian Infrastructure Agency, Damir
Topolko, and the mayor of Kočevje municipality, dr.
Vladimir Prebilič, symbolically opened the works on
the modernization of Kočevje railway.
This is the phase two of modernisation of Ribnice–
Kočevje railway, a total length of 12.2 km railway of D4
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Become a member of Railway Cluster for Southeastern Europe (RCSEE) and enjoy the multiple benefits and possibilities for networking:
http://www.rcsee.org/
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FEATURED TOPIC:

RCSEE MEMBERS ON INNOTRANS 2016
InnoTrans 2016 made many records this time: 2,995 exhibitors from all around the world. 145,000 expert
visitors from 160 countries. More than 1,000 media representatives from 49 countries reported daily from
the many events held on the fair.
On September 20th to 22nd, Milan Vučkovid and Dragoljub Rajid, together with six engineers of Transport Institute CIP, also members of RCSEE, visited an international
fair Innotrans in Berlin.
The delegation used the occasion to also visit 13 RCSEE
members who were present at the fair as exhibitors:
AEbt, AAit, AEbt Academy, Altpro, Amaronia Rail, ERC,
Đuro Đakovid Strojna Obrada, Mihailo Pupin Institute,
Novatronik, Berghof Automation, Tatravagonka, Thales
and Siemens.

On the second day of fair, Cluster representatives presented their activities to a number of exhibitors. On the
same evening, RCSEE organized an informative presentation of Amaronia Rail ltd representative, Mr. Samuel Krueger, for several of its members on the possibilities of
entrance to the markets of Brazil and South America, as
well as Northern Europe.
RCSEE will continue with different forms of promotional
activities for the Cluster, with the aim of generating new
members.

RCSEE delegation

Well-attended stands of
AEbt GmbH, AEbt academy, AAit and ERC GnbH
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Visiting the stand of Altpro Zagreb
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FEATURED TOPIC:

RCSEE MEMBERS ON “INNOTRANS 2016”

Milan Vučkovid (left), Samuel Krüger (middle) and Dragoljub
Rajid at the stand of Amaronia Rail

Stand of Đuro Đakovid
strojna obrada

Tatravagonka company stand
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Milan Vučkovid (left), Gunar Boegner (middle) and Dragoljub
Rajid at the stand of Berghof Automation GmbH

Mihailo Pupin Institute

Siemens had stands on several fair locations

Stand of Thales,
Marina Vlachos and Vladimir Živosovski

Stand of Novatronic company
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
CGS Company From Slovenia Held a Conference in Belgrade
On 5th October, CGS company from Slovenia, member of
the RCSEE cluster, held an interesting conference in the
Belgrade Radisson Blu Old Mill Hotel, drawing a significant attention of experts from the region in the field of
planning, maintenance and modernization of infrastructure. CGS used the occasion to present newest CAD and
BIM technologies as important tools in the process of
design of all forms of infrastructure projects. The participants included a large number of guests from the field of
railway infrastructure and RCSEE members.
As a part of the conference, one of the panels was dedicated to presenting the Railway Cluster for Southeastern
Europe (RCSEE), whose nummerous activities were elaborated on by the Cluster’s Director, Milan Vučkovid. He

Matjaž Šajn, CGS, CEO
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also announced the upcomming fair “SEE Mobility 2017”,
to be held in Belgrade on 26th and 27th of April in Belgrade, gathering railway industry from the region and
Europe.
Also, on the same day at the same premises a meeting of
RCSEE Sector for strategic planning and international
cooperation was held, on which the participants agreed
on intensifying the work of this sector and basic guidelines of its activities, which where, in the meantime, gathered in the document titled “Principles of work of the
sector for strategic planning and international cooperation”, under the coordination of Mr. Mislav Kraljevid from
Zagreb.

Milan Vučkovid, RCSEE, direktor
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
First RCSEE Sector Meeting Held
On September 1st, 2016, in the premises of Siemens
company, a first meeting of sectors of our cluster was
held, which was attended by almost 30 people, delegated
from the member companies from a total of five countries (Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia).
A total of three cluster sectors were defined at the meeting (out of the proposed five), which should improve the
cluster’s functioning through their activities. Those are:


The sector for international cooperation and strategic
planning;



The sector for education and certification;



The sector for logistics, infrastructure and information technologies (IT).

The discussion first concerned the topic of internal cluster
organization and the role of individual sectors, before
progressing to separate meetings of sectors which defined their goals and priorities, after which the members of
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the sector chose coordinators and their deputies.
Therefore, the first phase and the establishing of the
future activities of the Sector for international cooperation and strategic planning will be coordinated by Mislav
Kraljevid (Altpro Zagreb), with the assistance of Nemanja
Jankovid (Galeb FSU).
The coordinator of sector for education and certification
will be Dušan Mijuča (SIQ).
Finally, the sector for logistics, infrastructure and IT will
be coordinated by Mladen Gajdanski (Mihajlo Pupin
Institute), with the assistance of Aleksandar Toškovid
(Amiga d.o.o.).
Naturally, a close cooperation between the sectors themselves is expected, considering the mutual interest in a
number of topics.
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MOVING TOWARD AN INTERNATIONAL FAIR:
First international fair of transport technologies in Southeastern Europe, SEE Mobility, is to be held on
26th and 27thof April 2017 in Belgrade, aiming to gather all relevant representatives of mobility industry in
the Western Balkans region in one place.
Fair will also present an opportunity for companies
from the EU Member States to present their advanced technologies for road, railway and public transport and infrastructure to the partners from Serbia,
Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, and other countries in the region. The fair will also be attended by the companies
with products and services meant for the interior
and exterior in road and railway vehicles and their
maintenance and tunnel construction.

Program of planned fair activities, detailed information for exhibitors and visitors and all other important information can be found at http://bsn.rs/
mobility
Companies and organizations interested in
exhibiting can receive all necessary information via e
-mail: info@bsn.rs
Welcome to Belgrade Mobility 2017 !

WELCOMING NEW RCSEE MEMBERS:
Our Cluster welcomes five new members since August 2016:
Signalling & Control d.o.o. (Serbia): http://www.sig-con.com/
RŽV Čakovec (Croatia): http://www.rzv.hr/
D&T srl (Italy): http://www.databtech.com/
CAE Simulation und Solutions Maschinenbau Ingenieurdienstleistungen GmbH (Austria)
http://www.cae-sim-sol.com/at
Hotel Šumadija (Serbia): http://www.hotelsumadija.com/sr/
Eontek (Serbia): https://eontek.co/
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